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SUMMARY

The tenement is located about 30km northwest of Tennant Creek in the central part of the Northern Territory.

MCC1040 was granted to Tennant Creek Gold Pty Ltd on 2\textsuperscript{nd} January 1991. The licence was transferred to WDR Gold Pty Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of Western Desert Resources Ltd (WDR), on May 2\textsuperscript{nd} 2008. It formed part of the “White Devil East” tenements, along with MCC’s 1035, 1036, 1041, 1042, 1112, 1113, 1117-20 and 1351. MCC1040 is part of the “M20 Prospect”, which is an ironstone hosted Tennant Creek style gold target.

No work has been carried out on this mineral claim since it was last renewed (Mackie, 2005). There has been nil expenditure on this tenement by WDR Gold Pty Ltd.
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